
Application 
Number

Decision Visa Type/Refusal Reason(s)

5489083 Approved Visit

5489093 Approved Study

5489103 Approved Employment

5489113 Approved Study (Phd)

5489123 Approved Visit

5489143 Approved Spouse of Student

5489153 Approved Employment

5489163 Approved Study

5489173 Approved Reside

5489183 Approved Study

5489193 Approved EUTR APPLICANT

5489203 Approved Employment

5489213 Approved Employment

5489223 Approved Employment

5489233 Approved Visit

5489243 Approved Study

5489253 Approved Employment

5489263 Approved Study

5489273 Approved Reside

5489283 Approved Reside

5489293 Approved Reside

5489303 Approved Spouse of Irish Citizen

5489313 Approved Reside

5489323 Approved EUTR APPLICANT

5489333 Approved Visit

5489343 Approved Employment

5489353 Approved Employment

5489363 Approved Employment

5489373 Approved Study

5489383 Approved Study

5489393 Approved Study

5489403 Approved Study

5489413 Approved Religious

5489423 Approved Spouse of Irish Citizen

5489433 Approved Reside
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5489443 Approved Spouse of Irish Citizen

5489453 Approved Reside

5489463 Approved Study

5489473 Approved Spouse of Irish Citizen

5489483 Approved Study

5489493 Approved Visit

5489503 Approved Study

5676483 Approved Reside

5676493 Approved Study

5676503 Approved Study

5676513 Approved Employment

5676523 Approved Study

5676533 Approved EUTR APPLICANT

5676543 Approved Internship

5676553 Approved Study

5676563 Approved Study

5676573 Approved Employment

5676583 Approved Reside

5676593 Approved Visit

5676603 Approved Employment

5676613 Approved Reside

5676623 Approved Visit

5676633 Approved Reside

5676643 Approved Visit

5676653 Approved Employment

5676663 Approved Employment

5676673 Approved Visit

5676683 Approved Visit

5676693 Approved Employment

5676703 Approved Employment

5676713 Approved Visit

5676723 Approved Visit

5676733 Approved Study

5676743 Approved Visit

5676753 Approved Employment

5676763 Approved Reside
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5676773 Approved Study

5676783 Approved Study

5676793 Approved Study

5676803 Approved Employment

5676813 Approved Visit

5676823 Approved Employment

5676833 Approved Reside

5676843 Approved Study

5676853 Approved Reside

5676863 Approved Visit

5676873 Approved Spouse of Irish Citizen

5676883 Approved Visit

5676893 Approved Employment

5676903 Approved Employment

5924723 Approved Visit

5924733 Approved Training

5924743 Approved Reside

5924753 Approved Employment

5924763 Approved Employment

5924773 Approved Spouse of Irish Citizen

5924783 Approved Study

5924793 Approved Study

5924803 Approved Study

5924813 Approved Reside

5924823 Approved Study

5924833 Approved Graduate Scheme

5924843 Approved Study

5924853 Approved Study

5924863 Approved Study

5924873 Approved Study

5924883 Approved Study

5924893 Approved Graduate Scheme

6559903 Approved Employment

6559913 Approved Visit

6559933 Approved Reside

6559943 Approved Reside
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6559953 Approved Reside

6559963 Approved Employment

6559973 Approved Study

6559983 Approved Study

6559993 Approved Reside

6560003 Approved Study

6560013 Approved Study

6560023 Approved Employment

6560033 Approved Visit

6560043 Approved Visit

6560063 Approved Employment

6560073 Approved Graduate Scheme

6560083 Approved Study

6560093 Approved Employment

6560103 Approved Employment

6560113 Approved Study

8353093 Approved Spouse of Irish Citizen

8353103 Approved Employment

8353113 Approved Reside

8353123 Approved Employment

8353133 Approved Visit

8353143 Approved Employment

8353153 Approved Visit

8353163 Approved Employment

8353173 Approved Visit

8353183 Approved Employment

8353193 Approved Study

8353203 Approved Reside

8353213 Approved Visit

8353223 Approved Reside

8353233 Approved Employment

8353243 Approved Employment

8353253 Approved Study

8353263 Approved Employment

8353273 Approved Reside

8353283 Approved Visit
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8353293 Approved Study

8353303 Approved Research

8353313 Approved Employment

8353323 Approved Employment

8353333 Approved Reside

8353343 Approved Study

8353353 Approved Atypical worker

8353363 Approved Reside

8353373 Approved Reside

8353383 Approved Reside

8353393 Approved Reside

8353403 Approved Reside

8353413 Approved Employment

8353423 Approved Visit

8353433 Approved Visit

8353443 Approved Employment

8353453 Approved Visit

8353463 Approved Spouse of Irish Citizen

8353473 Approved Spouse of Irish Citizen

8353483 Approved Reside

8353503 Approved Visit

8353513 Approved Visit

8353523 Approved Spouse of Irish Citizen

8353533 Approved Visit

8353543 Approved Reside

8353553 Approved Visit

8353563 Approved Visit

8353573 Approved Visit

8353583 Approved Study

8353593 Approved Training

8353603 Approved Guardian of Student

8353613 Approved Study

8353623 Approved Study

8353633 Approved Study

8353643 Approved Study

8353653 Approved Employment
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8353663 Approved Visit

8353673 Approved Employment

8353683 Approved Study

8353693 Approved Employment

8353703 Approved Study

8353713 Approved Visit

8353723 Approved Guardian of Student

8353733 Approved Visit

8353743 Approved Visit

8353753 Approved EUTR APPLICANT

8353763 Approved Study

8353773 Approved Reside

8353783 Approved Study

8353793 Approved Visit

8353803 Approved Study

8353813 Approved Study

8353823 Approved Employment

8353833 Approved Visit

8353843 Approved Visit

8353853 Approved EUTR APPLICANT

8353863 Approved Reside

8353873 Approved Graduate Scheme

8353883 Approved Reside

8353893 Approved Study

8353903 Approved Research

8353913 Approved Visit

8439973 Approved Employment

8439983 Approved Employment

8439993 Approved Employment

8440003 Approved Study

8440013 Approved Reside

8440023 Approved Spouse of Irish Citizen

8440033 Approved Study

8440043 Approved Study

8440053 Approved Study

8440063 Approved Study
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8440073 Approved Reside

8440093 Approved Spouse of Irish Citizen

8440103 Approved Employment

8440113 Approved Study

8440123 Approved Study

8440133 Approved Study

8440143 Approved Guardian of Student

8440153 Approved EUTR APPLICANT

8440163 Approved Reside

8440173 Approved Reside

8440183 Approved Reside

8807593 Approved Reside

8807603 Approved Visit

8807613 Approved Reside

8807623 Approved Visit

8807633 Approved Employment

8807643 Approved Study

8807653 Approved Reside

8807663 Approved Reside

8807673 Approved Reside

8807683 Approved Training

8807693 Approved Reside

8807703 Approved Reside

8807713 Approved Reside

8807723 Approved Reside

8807733 Approved Reside

8807743 Approved Reside

8807753 Approved Reside

8807763 Approved Reside

8807773 Approved Reside

8910143 Approved Employment

8910153 Approved Reside

8910163 Approved Employment

8910173 Approved Spouse of Irish Citizen

8910193 Approved Visit

8910203 Approved Visit
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8910213 Approved Spouse of Irish Citizen

8910223 Approved Employment

8910233 Approved Employment

8910243 Approved Visit

8910253 Approved Study

8910263 Approved Study

8910273 Approved Employment

8910293 Approved Employment

8910303 Approved Employment

8910313 Approved Visit

8910323 Approved Employment

8910333 Approved Employment

8910343 Approved Study

8910353 Approved Study

8910363 Approved Study

8910373 Approved Employment

8910383 Approved Reside

8910393 Approved Employment

8910403 Approved Reside

8910413 Approved Employment

8910423 Approved Study

8910433 Approved Visit

8910443 Approved Employment

8910453 Approved Employment

8910463 Approved Visit

8910483 Approved Visit

8910493 Approved Reside

8910503 Approved Reside

8910513 Approved Employment

9504583 Approved Employment

9504593 Approved Study

9504603 Approved Employment

9504613 Approved Study

9504623 Approved Employment

9504633 Approved Employment

9504643 Approved Study
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9504653 Approved Study

9504663 Approved Reside

9504673 Approved Study

9504683 Approved Study

9504693 Approved Study

9504703 Approved Study

9504713 Approved Study

20185662 Refused FM:– There is no automatic right for non-EEA nationals who are family members 
of Irish citizens to migrate on a long-term basis to Ireland
ID:- Quality of documents- Death Certificate/ Birth Certificate 
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied - full 
details contained in decision letter

20186022 Refused FM:– There is no automatic right for non-EEA nationals who are family members 
of Irish citizens to migrate on a long-term basis to Ireland
ID:- Quality of documents- Death Certificate/ Birth Certificate
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied- full details 
contained in decision letter

21015672 Approved Join/acc.EU Cit (Spouse)

22408242 Refused ID:- You failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive 2004/38/EC

22726882 Refused ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive  
2004/38/EC

22727522 Refused ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive  
2004/38/EC.

22901872 Refused ID:- You failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive 2004/38/EC

23194102 Refused ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive 
2004/38/EC.

23246312 Refused ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive 
2004/38/EC. 

23247332 Refused ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive 
2004/38/EC.  

23247972 Refused ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive 
2004/38/EC. 

23248592 Refused ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive 
2004/38/EC. 

23248872 Refused ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive 
2004/38/EC. 

23334562 Refused ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive 
2004/38/EC.

23376512 Refused ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive 
2004/38/EC. 

23409512 Refused ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive  
2004/38/EC.

23409692 Refused ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive  
2004/38/EC
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23708552 Refused ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive 
2004/38/EC.             

28115922 Refused FM:– There is no automatic right for non-EEA nationals who are family members 
of people who have been granted Temporary leave to remain, to migrate on a 
long-term basis to Ireland.
RH:- Relationship History - Have not shown evidence of a relationship being in 
existence prior to visa application/marriage. You must satisfy the visa officer that 
the relationship is bona-fide.
VR:- Previous visa refusal(s)

28290232 Approved Join Spouse

29651552 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

29771562 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application.
The 'Guide to Supporting Documentation' on our website, www.inis.gov.ie, 
provides a list of the information/documents that should be submitted with each 
type of visa application. In the event of a refusal, the reasons therefor should 
also be referred to for guidance.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.

OC:- Condition - the applicant may overstay following proposed visit.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa; the visa sought is for a specific purpose 
and duration - the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such conditions 
would be observed.

The onus is on applicants to provide evidence of having strong family, social and 
economic ties to their country of residence to assist the visa officer in 
determining whether or not they have sufficient obligations to return to Nigeria. In 
this regard, the applicant has not submitted ample evidence of her obligations. 
For example, the applicant has not provided the full CAC documents for her 
purported company which would clearly show her link to that company. Also, no 
evidence of the current trading status of this company has been submitted, e.g. 
company bank statement, tax clearance certificate, trading documents, etc.

R:- No clear link to reference and sponsor has been shown.
It is stated that the reference in Ireland is the applicant's uncle; it is also stated 
that the sponsor in Nigeria is an uncle of the applicant's fiancé. However, no 
evidence to prove any of these relationships has been submitted.

The visa appeals officer has reviewed all documentation associated with the 
original visa application, as well as additional documentation submitted with the 
appeal. The applicant, along with their legal representative, have made 
numerous arguments contesting the aforementioned refusal decision and refusal 
reasons. However, it is noted that many of the claims made in the appeal letters, 
have not been adequately supported by evidentiary documentation. For 
example, sufficient documentation pertaining to the claimed business "Zara-Ab 
Multipurpose Services" has not been provided. Furthermore, the applicant has 
included additional documentation with the appeal, such as photographs and 
educational material, which are of little use and were not referenced in the initial 
refusal decision. Documents have also been included to establish family 
connections, however these document are locally issued, of poor quality, limited 
in security features, easily obtainable and unreliable for this purposes of 
supporting the application. In light of the above, the visa appeals officer is not 
satisfied that sufficient evidence has been provided to warrant the original 
decision be overturned.
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29771802 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application.
The 'Guide to Supporting Documentation' on our website, www.inis.gov.ie, 
provides a list of the information/documents that should be submitted with each 
type of visa application. In the event of a refusal, the reasons therefor should 
also be referred to for guidance.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.

OC:- Condition - the applicant may overstay following proposed visit.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa; the visa sought is for a specific purpose 
and duration - the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such conditions 
would be observed.

The onus is on applicants to provide evidence of having strong family, social and 
economic ties to their country of residence to assist the visa officer in 
determining whether or not they have sufficient obligations to return to Nigeria. In 
this regard, the applicant has not submitted ample evidence of her obligations. 
For example, the applicant has not provided the full CAC documents for her 
purported company which would clearly show her link to that company. Also, no 
evidence of the current trading status of this company has been submitted, e.g. 
company bank statement, tax clearance certificate, trading documents, etc.

R:- No clear link to reference and sponsor has been shown.
It is stated that the reference in Ireland is the applicant's uncle; it is also stated 
that the sponsor in Nigeria is an uncle of the applicant's fiancé. However, no 
evidence to prove any of these relationships has been submitted.

The visa appeals officer has reviewed all documentation associated with the 
original visa application, as well as additional documentation submitted with the 
appeal. The applicant, along with their legal representative, have made 
numerous arguments contesting the aforementioned refusal decision and refusal 
reasons. However, it is noted that many of the claims made in the appeal letters, 
have not been adequately supported by evidentiary documentation. For 
example, sufficient documentation pertaining to the claimed business "Zara-Ab 
Multipurpose Services" has not been provided. Furthermore, the applicant has 
included additional documentation with the appeal, such as photographs and 
educational material, which are of little use and were not referenced in the initial 
refusal decision. Documents have also been included to establish family 
connections, however these document are locally issued, of poor quality, limited 
in security features, easily obtainable and unreliable for this purposes of 
supporting the application. In light of the above, the visa appeals officer is not 
satisfied that sufficient evidence has been provided to warrant the original 
decision be overturned.
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29786912 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application - please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie. 
For example, 

- no letter of application was submitted by the applicant; 

- the reference states that the applicant wishes to receive religious training 
before taking her Religious Vows; however, she has provided no evidence of 
what training she has undergone so far in Nigeria, particularly as the Visa Officer 
notes that she states on her online application that she is 'self-employed'. 

INCO:- Inconsistencies, e.g. contradictions in the information supplied. The 
applicant's signature on her passport does not match that on her application.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa. The visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration; the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

The visa appeals officer has reviewed all documentation associated with the 
original visa application, as well as submissions and additional documentation 
submitted in support of the appeal. The applicant has addressed the refusal 
decision in her appeal and refusal reasons therein. The applicant states that, 
due to inexperience, she forgot to include a letter of invitation, which is 
reasonable. She also claims that she incorrectly signed her application form, 
however this is less reasonable given the everyday requirements for signing 
documents. As a result the visa appeals officer retains concerns that a person 
other than the applicant may have signed the application.

The visa appeals officer also notes that the applicant has indicated that she 
served at Tyburn monastery in 2015, by way of evidencing that she has made 
prior commitments towards religious devotion. She has included a letter from 
Tyburn Monastery, containing Abia State headed paper, but with a London 
address inserted into the letter. The visa appeals officer has concerns regarding 
this contradiction. 

The visa appeals officer also questions the duration and nature of this stated 
service at Tyburn Monastery given the applicant's claim to have been engaging 
in business for the past six and a half years. In light of this the visa appeals 
office is not satisfied that the refusal reasons have been sufficiently address to 
warrant the reversal of the original decision. 
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29827902 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application.
The 'Guide to Supporting Documentation' on our website, www.inis.gov.ie, 
provides a list of the information/documents that should be submitted with each 
type of visa application. In the event of a refusal, the reasons therefor should 
also be referred to for guidance. Despite being requested by email for additional 
documentation, the following have not been provided within the given timeframe:
- full CAC documents for the applicant's business and that of his wife.
- the biodata page of the passport of the mother of Ezekiel Okikiola Oyewale so 
that her signature could be properly verified against that on the consent to travel 
letter.
- a letter of consent to travel from the father of Inioluwa Farouq Quadri and 
Mosopefunoluwa Faridaht Quadri and also the biodata page of his passport.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa; the visa sought is for a specific purpose 
and duration - the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such conditions 
would be observed.

The visa appeals officer has reviewed all documentation associated with the 
original visa application, as well as submissions and additional documentation 
submitted in support of the appeal. The applicant's legal representative has 
made numerous arguments contesting the aforementioned refusal decision and 
refusal reasons. However, it is noted the appeal does not contain sufficient 
supporting documentation to warrant the reversal of the refusal decision, 
particularly in relation to the provision of consent in respect of the minor 
applicants. As a result, the refusal decision stands.

29828712 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application.
The 'Guide to Supporting Documentation' on our website, www.inis.gov.ie, 
provides a list of the information/documents that should be submitted with each 
type of visa application. In the event of a refusal, the reasons therefor should 
also be referred to for guidance. Despite being requested by email for additional 
documentation, the following have not been provided within the given timeframe:
- full CAC documents for the applicant's business and that of his wife.
- the biodata page of the passport of the mother of Ezekiel Okikiola Oyewale so 
that her signature could be properly verified against that on the consent to travel 
letter.
- a letter of consent to travel from the father of Inioluwa Farouq Quadri and 
Mosopefunoluwa Faridaht Quadri and also the biodata page of his passport.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa; the visa sought is for a specific purpose 
and duration - the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such conditions 
would be observed.

The visa appeals officer has reviewed all documentation associated with the 
original visa application, as well as submissions and additional documentation 
submitted in support of the appeal. The applicant's legal representative has 
made numerous arguments contesting the aforementioned refusal decision and 
refusal reasons. However, it is noted the appeal does not contain sufficient 
supporting documentation to warrant the reversal of the refusal decision, 
particularly in relation to the provision of consent in respect of the minor 
applicants. As a result, the refusal decision stands.

29886212 Approved Study
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29905832 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application.
The 'Guide to Supporting Documentation' on our website, www.inis.gov.ie, 
provides a list of the information/documents that should be submitted with each 
type of visa application. In the event of a refusal, the reasons therefor should 
also be referred to for guidance. Despite being requested by email for additional 
documentation, the following have not been provided within the given timeframe:
- full CAC documents for the applicant's business and that of his wife.
- the biodata page of the passport of the mother of Ezekiel Okikiola Oyewale so 
that her signature could be properly verified against that on the consent to travel 
letter.
- a letter of consent to travel from the father of Inioluwa Farouq Quadri and 
Mosopefunoluwa Faridaht Quadri and also the biodata page of his passport.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa; the visa sought is for a specific purpose 
and duration - the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such conditions 
would be observed.

The visa appeals officer has reviewed all documentation associated with the 
original visa application, as well as submissions and additional documentation 
submitted in support of the appeal. The applicant's legal representative has 
made numerous arguments contesting the aforementioned refusal decision and 
refusal reasons. However, it is noted the appeal does not contain sufficient 
supporting documentation to warrant the reversal of the refusal decision, 
particularly in relation to the provision of consent in respect of the minor 
applicants. As a result, the refusal decision stands.

29905952 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application.
The 'Guide to Supporting Documentation' on our website, www.inis.gov.ie, 
provides a list of the information/documents that should be submitted with each 
type of visa application. In the event of a refusal, the reasons therefor should 
also be referred to for guidance. Despite being requested by email for additional 
documentation, the following have not been provided within the given timeframe:
- full CAC documents for the applicant's business and that of his wife.
- the biodata page of the passport of the mother of Ezekiel Okikiola Oyewale so 
that her signature could be properly verified against that on the consent to travel 
letter.
- a letter of consent to travel from the father of Inioluwa Farouq Quadri and 
Mosopefunoluwa Faridaht Quadri and also the biodata page of his passport.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa; the visa sought is for a specific purpose 
and duration - the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such conditions 
would be observed.

The visa appeals officer has reviewed all documentation associated with the 
original visa application, as well as submissions and additional documentation 
submitted in support of the appeal. The applicant's legal representative has 
made numerous arguments contesting the aforementioned refusal decision and 
refusal reasons. However, it is noted the appeal does not contain sufficient 
supporting documentation to warrant the reversal of the refusal decision, 
particularly in relation to the provision of consent in respect of the minor 
applicants. As a result, the refusal decision stands.
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29906312 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application.
The 'Guide to Supporting Documentation' on our website, www.inis.gov.ie, 
provides a list of the information/documents that should be submitted with each 
type of visa application. In the event of a refusal, the reasons therefor should 
also be referred to for guidance. Despite being requested by email for additional 
documentation, the following have not been provided within the given timeframe:
- full CAC documents for the applicant's business and that of his wife.
- the biodata page of the passport of the mother of Ezekiel Okikiola Oyewale so 
that her signature could be properly verified against that on the consent to travel 
letter.
- a letter of consent to travel from the father of Inioluwa Farouq Quadri and 
Mosopefunoluwa Faridaht Quadri and also the biodata page of his passport.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa; the visa sought is for a specific purpose 
and duration - the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such conditions 
would be observed.

The visa appeals officer has reviewed all documentation associated with the 
original visa application, as well as submissions and additional documentation 
submitted in support of the appeal. The applicant's legal representative has 
made numerous arguments contesting the aforementioned refusal decision and 
refusal reasons. However, it is noted the appeal does not contain sufficient 
supporting documentation to warrant the reversal of the refusal decision, 
particularly in relation to the provision of consent in respect of the minor 
applicants. As a result, the refusal decision stands.

29928122 Refused I regret to inform you that your application for an Irish Visa has been refused by 
the Irish Naturalisation and Immigration Service. 
You applied for a visa to travel to Ireland in order to enable you to join your 
family in the State and your application has been examined in accordance with 
to the ‘Policy Document on Non-EEA Family Reunification’ (the Policy 
Document) as published by the Minister and available on the Irish Naturalisation 
and Immigration Service website . The Policy Document has been prepared in 
accordance with public policy and in observance of constitutional, ECHR and 
other rights of the parties and of society in general. 
Your application for an Irish Visa has been refused for the following reasons: 

INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied; 
A marriage certificate for the marriage of 27/02/2015 was submitted in support of 
this current visa application. This certificate is stamped as a “True Copy of the 
Original” and is dated 03/04/2017. On this certificate Mr Tajudeen Akanni 
Shogbanmu’s ‘condition’ at the time of the marriage on 27 February 2015 is 
listed as ‘Divorcee’. The Visa Officer notes that on a previous application the 
original marriage certificate for the wedding of 27/02/2017 was submitted and on 
that certificate Mr Tajudeen Akanni Shogbanmu’s condition was listed as 
“bachelor”. This is a clear contradiction and calls into question the authenticity of 
the document dated 03/04/2017.
When Mr Tajudeen Akanni Shogbanmu first entered the State in March 2003 he 
provided information to the Minister that he was married. The Visa Officer on a 
previous visa application noted that on the marriage certificate of 27/02/2015 the 
reference was listed as a bachelor.  By email dated 18 April 2016 the reference 
was invited to comment on this apparent inconsistency and/or contradiction in 
the information supplied. By reply (email dated 25 April 2016) a letter from Mr 
Tajudeen Akanni Shogbanmu (dated 22 April 2016) was submitted in which he 
explains that: 
My partner Ms Gbemisola Shogbanmu was first to enter the State in 2002 and I 
later joined her in 2003. We are not legally married due to our culture in Nigeria. 
If a man and woman is in a relationship and living together and also blessed with 
children and both the families are aware they are considered as husband and 
wife (in ethnic right) that is why I ticked married in that form you are referring to 
in 2003, furthermore the next question in the application form page 3 asking type 
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of ceremony which I ticked (ethnic right) that shows clearly that I have not 
previously legally married. 
A copy of page 3 of Mr Tajudeen Akanni Shogbanmu’s asylum application (this 
page is undated, but as Mr Tajudeen Akanni Shogbanmu applied for asylum on 
12 March 2003 it appears it would have been completed sometime in 2003) was 
also enclosed with the email dated 18 April 2016. This page shows that in 
response to questions concerning his marital status Mr Tajudeen Akanni 
Shogbanmu ticked that he was ‘married’ and entered the date of marriage as ’14
-8-1999’ and in response to a question about the type of ceremony ticked that it 
was ‘ethnic rite’. Mr Tajudeen Akanni Shogbanmu also indicated that as of the 
date he completed the form he was not divorced, separated, or widowed. Mr 
Tajudeen Akanni Shogbanmu also completed a ‘Clarification of Family Details 
Questionnaire’ (dated 22 April 2016) and he provides the name and date of birth 
of his previous spouse or partner as ‘Ms Gbemisola Shogbanmu’ and ’03-07-
1963’ . In response to a question concerning the date of marriage he indicated 
‘N/A’, or not applicable (although, as noted above he previously indicated to the 
Minister that he was married on 14 August 1999). In response to a question 
concerning the date of dissolution of marriage he also replied ‘N/A’, or not 
applicable. Mr Tajudeen Akanni Shogbanmu, in his letter of 22 April 2016, seeks 
to introduce a distinction between a marriage by ethnic rite and a legal marriage. 
However, on the basis of the information submitted it is clear that in 2003 Mr 
Tajudeen Akanni Shogbanmu represented to the Minister that he was married. 
Furthermore, the Minister relied upon and accepted his submissions on this 
point, for example, in an ‘Examination of file under section 3 of the Immigration 
Act 1999’ dated 28 June 2004 it is stated ‘Mr Tajudeen Akanni Shogbanmu is 
married to Ms Gbemisola Shogbanmu…’ . On the basis of the information 
submitted in support of the previous visa application it appears that Mr Tajudeen 
Akanni Shogbanmu married Ms Gbemisola Shogbanmu on 14 August 1999. No 
information was provided to show that that marriage was subsequently 
dissolved. Furthermore Mr Tajudeen Akanni Shogbanmu represented to the 
Minister that he was married and it is clear that the Minister relied upon those 
representations. 
For public policy reasons the Minister is not required to recognise multiple 
marriages. As Clark J. stated in M v. F: Polygamy is unlawful in the U.K. and 
Ireland and polygamous marriages are not recognised as valid marriages 
according to our laws. On the basis of the information submitted the Visa Officer 
was not satisfied in previous applications that the applicant and Mr Tajudeen 
Akanni Shogbanmu were legally married. 
As stated above, as part of the current application the applicant has submitted a 
marriage certificate dated 03/04/2017 that has been altered to show the 
reference as “divorced” at the time of the 27/02/2015 marriage. An unclear 
photocopy of a divorce between Tajudeen Akanni Shogbanmu and Gbemisola 
Shogbanmu has been submitted. The document is dated 20th October 2009. 
This document raises a number of contradictions. In previous visa application 
24536962 in 2016 the reference denied that he had ever been legally married to 
Ms Gbemisola Shogbanmu. The current submission of a 2009 divorce document 
in respect of the reference and Ms Gbemisola Shogbanmu means that either the 
reference made a knowingly false declaration in the previous visa applications 
denying that he had been previously married, or that he had somehow forgotten 
that he had indeed been married to Ms Gbemisola Shogbanu and had obtained 
a legal divorce from her in 2009. The Visa Officer does not find it credible that if 
the reference had obtained a valid divorce from his previous spouse in 2009 he 
would have not submitted this on the two previous applications 20173172 & 
24536962 when the finding that he was still legally married to Gbemisola 
Shogbanu was a primary reason for the refusal of both applications. Therefore 
the Visa Officer has genuine concerns that the purported divorce certificate of 
20/10/2009 is a fraudulent document that has only recently been obtained. 
Furthermore even if it were the case that the reference had somehow forgotten 
that he was previously married and had obtained a divorce in 2009, which the 
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Visa Officer does not currently accept, the Visa Officer is not satisfied as to 
validity of the divorce certificate for the following reasons. The visa officer notes 
that the Matrimonial Causes Act, Chapter 220, Laws of the Federation of Nigeria 
1990 states as follows:

(2)            Proceedings for a decree-
 
(a)             of dissolution of marriage; or
 
(b)             of nullity of a voidable marriage; or
 
(c)             of nullity of a void marriage; or
 
(d)             of judicial separation; or
 
(e)             of restitution of conjugal rights; or
 
(f)             of jactitation of marriage,
 
                 may be instituted under this Act only by a person domiciled in Nigeria.
 
(3)            For the avoidance of doubt it is hereby declared that a person 
domiciled in any State of the Federation is domiciled in Nigeria for the purposes 
of this Act and may institute proceedings under this Act in the High Court of any 
State whether or not he is domiciled in that particular State

http://www.nigeria-law.org/Matrimonial%20Causes%20Act.htm

Therefore it is the understanding of the Visa Officer that a petition for a 
dissolution of a marriage such as the marriage of 14/08/1999, can only be 
instituted by a person domiciled in Nigeria. On the photocopy of the document 
that has been submitted Mr Tajudeen Akanni Shogbanmu is listed as the 
petitioner. From the information submitted in this and previous applications, it 
would appear that the reference, has been resident in Ireland for over 10 years 
since 12 March 2003, became a citizen on 04/07/2013, and has not been 
domiciled in Nigeria during that period. Therefore the Visa Officer is not satisfied 
that satisfactory evidence of a lawful divorce in the case of the reference’s 
marriage to Gbemisola Shogbanmu has been submitted, and that as a result it 
has not been shown that that the references marriage to the applicant is valid 
under Nigerian law.

The Visa Officer also finds that if the document is genuine, which the Visa 
Officer does not currently accept, then the divorce would also seem to be invalid 
under Irish law. The visa officer notes that the Domicile and Recognition of 
Foreign Divorces Act, 1986 governs the recognition of foreign divorces that were 
applied for after the 2nd of October 1986. Section 5(1) provides: “For the rule of 
law that a divorce is recognised if granted in a country where both spouses are 
domiciled, there is hereby substituted a rule that a divorce shall be recognised if 
granted in the country where either spouse is domiciled”. This means that if 
either spouse was domiciled in the jurisdiction granting the divorce at the date 
the proceedings were initiated, the divorce is entitled to recognition in Ireland. 
However, on the basis of the information available to this office it appears that 
the reference has been living in Ireland since 2003, and, taking into account his 
application for citizenship, and the subsequent granting of citizenship to him on 
04/07/2013, the visa officer is not satisfied that evidence has been submitted 
which would show that the reference could be regarded as having been 
domiciled in Nigeria in 2019. At least not on the basis of the information 
submitted in support of this visa application. Similarly evidence available to the 
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Visa Office would indicate that the reference’s first wife was resident in Ireland 
not Nigeria during the period in question. Therefore the Visa Officer does not 
accept that the purported divorce would be recognised under Irish law.

As the Visa Officer not satisfied that the applicant and Mr Tajudeen Akanni 
Shogbanmu are legally married I consider that no rights arise currently for 
consideration under the European Convention on Human Rights or under the 
Constitution. 

This decision can be appealed within 2 months of the date of this letter. An 
appeal must be submitted in writing, fully addressing all the reasons for refusal 
to the Visa Appeals Officer to the address shown. Appeals received by email or 
fax will not be processed. All additional supporting documents should be 
submitted with your appeal. If you require any original documents returned to 
you, please also include a photocopy of any such document. 

Please quote your Visa Reference Number on your appeal.

29929852 Approved Visit (Strictly No Extensions)

29998882 Refused F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from reference. 
ID:- Quality of documents-bank statements from applicant. 
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- Letter of 
undertaking from applicant. Evidence of business e.g. tax documents-from 
applicant. Evidence of property owned/rented in home country from applicant. 
Evidence of family ties to home country. Letter of undertaking from reference. 
Employment letter from reference. Three recent payslips from reference. P60 
from reference. Utility bill from reference. 
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied-spelling of 
name on bank statements from applicant. 
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for holiday have passed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

30164912 Approved Visit (Strictly No Extensions)

30278032 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete - No bank 
statement covering a 6 month period to date.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown
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30327362 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete for 
applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown by sponsor.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- 
• Six months bank statements not provided by applicant.
• Six months bank statements not provided by sponsor.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied:-
• Family registration document does not match information provided by 
applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic 
or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for.

30359522 Refused F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient F:- Finances:- evidence 
provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete - incomplete payslips submitted 
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient 
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common Travel Area 
between Ireland and the UK. OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay 
following proposed visit. OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in 
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for 
the trip have been displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to 
leave the State following your visit. R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for 
duration of stay - unclear unconvincing emails re air bnb reservations submitted 
VR:- Previous visa refusal(s) Fiancee had previous UK refusal which causes 
Visa Officer to doubt the genuine purpose of this Irish visa application.

The visa appeals officer has reviewed all documentation associated with the 
original visa application, as well as submissions and additional documentation 
submitted in support of the appeal. However, no additional information or 
documentation has been included which would warrant a reversal of the original 
decision.
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30359802 Refused F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common Travel Area 
between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay - unclear unconvincing 
emails re air bnb reservations submitted
VR:- Previous visa refusal(s)
- Previous UK refusal refers to applicant applying to visit the UK where she has 
'no fanily or friends'. However this fact is contradicted by the fact that the 
purpose of the Irish visa application is to meet up with her mother who has 
permanent UK residence and her three sisters all of whom are UK citizens. This 
leads the Visa Officer to have serious concerns about the genuine nature of this 
Irish visa application.

The visa appeals officer has reviewed all documentation associated with the 
original visa application, as well as submissions and additional documentation 
submitted in support of the appeal. However, no additional information or 
documentation has been included which would warrant a reversal of the original 
decision.

30388482 Refused ID:- As per parent's refusal reasons

30388872 Refused F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient (applicant).
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete: large 
unexplained deposit on bank statement (applicant).
ID:- Quality of documents: letter from father given consent from child to travel 
outside country of residence.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- 
undertaking (applicant), evidence of self employment (i.e. financial accounts, tax 
returns) (applicant), evidence of accommodation in home country (applicant).
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied: see 
comments below.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for visit have passed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.
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30440122 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete - Financial 
documentation not translated.
ID:- Documents provided not translated
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:
Letter of undertaking stating conditions of the visa will be observed.
Previous UK Refusal letter not submitted.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic 
or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common Travel Area 
between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay
R:- No letter of invitation submitted with the visa application form
VR:- Previous visa refusal(s)

30500032 Approved Study

30528742 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

30746162 Approved Study

30807112 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete - from the 
applicant and the reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- No 
evidence of property owned/rented in home country, no utility bill from the 
reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

30816512 Refused OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient;
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

Further detail in respect of visa appeal considerations have been set out for the 
information of the applicant in appeal decision letter provided via email.
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30835562 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete, i.e. lump 
sum lodgement.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- 
• Results for online exam not provided by applicant.
• No evidence of previous education provided with application.
• Documents provided not translated.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied:-
• Dates of current employment.
• Leave from current employment vs. duration of course.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic 
or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds with course 
applied for.
SP:- Relevance of English to employment.

30844492 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

30853722 Refused F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from applicant. 
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- P60 from 
reference. Three recent payslips from reference. Letter of undertaking from 
applicant. 
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for holiday have passed.

30854542 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

30866362 Refused INCO:- Inconsistencies, e.g. contradictions in the information supplied.
The applicant applied for a Conference Visa in 2013. When asked on that online 
application 'Do you have family members living in Ireland?', the applicant replied 
'No'. From a check of our databases, the visa officer is aware that the applicant's 
daughter has been resident in the State since 1999.
OC:- Condition - the applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa; the visa sought is for a specific purpose 
and duration - the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such conditions 
would be observed.
The visa officer is satisfied that the applicant used deception in a previous 
application in an attempt to secure an entry visa to Ireland and is therefore 
concerned that the conditions of the visa may not be observed if granted on this 
occasion.

The visa appeals officer has reviewed all documentation associated with the 
original visa application, as well as submissions made in support of the appeal. 
The applicant and her sponsor have addressed the inconsistencies noted in 
respect of the applicant's 2013 contention that she had no family in Ireland. The 
visa appeals officer places no weight on the claims made, as they lack 
plausibility and credibility. As a result, the visa appeals officer is not satisfied to 
reverse the original decision.
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30873552 Refused F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient.
The visa officer has examined the bank statement submitted by the applicant 
and notes that of the N1,509,298, a total of N1,500,000 was lodged to his 
account in the last 2 days of that statement. The visa officer therefore has 
concerns that the applicant's account has been artificially inflated prior to the 
making of this visa application and is not a true reflection of his financial status.

F:- Finances - evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete.

The applicant has provided insufficient evidence of the current trading status of 
his business, e.g. company bank statement, audited accounts/tax clearance 
certificate, up-to-date trading documents/contracts, etc.

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application - please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website, www.inis.gov.ie

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.

OC:- Condition - the applicant may overstay following proposed visit.

OC:- Observe the conditionns of the visa; the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration - the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds if the applicant 
overstays.

PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources if the 
applicant overstays.

30874422 Approved Join Spouse

30923042 Approved Spouse of Irish Citizen

30924942 Approved Join Spouse

30937972 Approved EUTR APPLICANT

30994762 Approved Visit (Strictly No Extensions)

31008852 Refused F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - reference
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - applicant 
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie 
letter of undertaking and bank statements from applicant
IS:- Immigration status of the reference in Ireland. Evidence of this has not been 
provided - Copy of GNIB card:- copy of passport of reference
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic 
or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown
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31011472 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete- source of 
funds not demonstrated
ID:- Documents provided not translated - bank statement
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie 
- letter of application and undertaking; evidence of current and continuing 
permission to reside in Korea 
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient - No 
employment history in Korea shown, and no letter from employer submitted 
stating ?How long applicant has been employed, dates applicant permitted to be 
on vacation and  date applicant will be returning to work in that job
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

31013752 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application.
The 'Guide to Supporting Documentation' on our website, www.inis.gov.ie, 
provides a list of the information/documents that should be submitted with each 
type of visa application. In the event of a refusal, the reasons therefor should 
also be referred to for guidance. For example, but not limited to in this case, it is 
stated that the accompanying adult, Odubunmi Raji, is the applicant's 
grandmother; however, no evidence to prove this relationship has been 
provided. In addition, the biodata pages of the applicant's parents have not been 
submitted to enable the visa officer to verify their signatures on the letters of 
consent to travel with the aforementioned individual. 

IH:- Immigration history of applicant.

INCO:- Inconsistencies, e.g. contradictions in the information supplied.

When asked on the online application 'Have you ever been notified of a 
deportation order to leave Ireland?', the response was 'No'; however, information 
available to this office indicates that a Deportation Order which was made in 
respect of the applicant in 2009 was enforced on 21/10/2009.

OC:- Condition - the applicant may overstay following proposed visit.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa; the visa sought is for a specific purpose 
and duration - the visa officer is not satisfied that such conditions would be 
observed.

PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds if the applicant 
overstays.

PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources if the 
applicant overstays.

R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.
It is stated on the online application that the reference in Ireland is the 
applicant's aunt; however, no documentary evidence to prove this relationship 
has been submitted. 

The visa appeals officer has reviewed all documentation associated with the 
original visa application, as well as submissions and additional documentation 
submitted in support of the appeal. It is noted that the sponsor has included the 
birth certificate for her purported daughter in Ireland, however the sponsor's 
name is not contained in the birth certificate. The visa appeals officer is therefore 
not satisfied that a clear link between the applicants and reference in Ireland has 
been demonstrated.
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The appeal letter also states that the applicants return to school in mid-
September and that this is their obligations to return to Nigeria. However, it is 
noted that today's date is 20/09/2017, therefore it would be surprising if the 
applicants were now in a position to undertake this trip.

The appeal letter addresses the previous deportation from another jurisdiction of 
Jesutofunmi OYEDEJI, however the letter does not address why the applicant 
failed to acknowledge the deportation in his online application form. As a result, 
the visa appeals officer is not satisfied that the applicants have presented an 
accurate assessment of their circumstances, or that their claims for travelling to 
the State are genuine.

The visa appeals officer is not satisfied that the letter of appeal and supporting 
documentation has adequately addressed the original refusal reasons. In light of 
the above, sufficient cause to warrant the reversal of the original decision has 
not been demonstrated.
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31015522 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application. The 
'Guide to Supporting Documentation' on our website, www.inis.gov.ie, provides a 
list of the information/documents that should be submitted with each type of visa 
application. In the event of a refusal, the reasons therefor should also be 
referred to for guidance. For example, but not limited to in this case, it is stated 
that the accompanying adult, Odubunmi Raji, is the applicant's grandmother; 
however, no evidence to prove this relationship has been provided. In addition, 
the biodata pages of the applicant's parents have not been submitted to enable 
the visa officer to verify their signatures on the letters of consent to travel with 
the aforementioned individual. IH:- Immigration history of applicant. INCO:- 
Inconsistencies, e.g. contradictions in the information supplied. When asked on 
the online application 'Have you ever been notified of a deportation order to 
leave Ireland?', the response was 'No'; however, information available to this 
office indicates that a Deportation Order which was made in respect of the 
applicant in 2009 was enforced on 21/10/2009. OC:- Condition - the applicant 
may overstay following proposed visit. OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa; 
the visa sought is for a specific purpose and duration - the visa officer is not 
satisfied that such conditions would be observed. PF:- The granting of the visa 
may result in a cost to public funds if the applicant overstays. PR:- The granting 
of the visa may result in a cost to public resources if the applicant overstays. R:- 
No clear link to reference has been shown. It is stated on the online application 
that the reference in Ireland is the applicant's aunt; however, no documentary 
evidence to prove this relationship has been submitted.

The visa appeals officer has reviewed all documentation associated with the 
original visa application, as well as submissions and additional documentation 
submitted in support of the appeal. It is noted that the sponsor has included the 
birth certificate for her purported daughter in Ireland, however the sponsor's 
name is not contained in the birth certificate. The visa appeals officer is therefore 
not satisfied that a clear link between the applicants and reference in Ireland has 
been demonstrated.

The appeal letter also states that the applicants return to school in mid-
September and that this is their obligations to return to Nigeria. However, it is 
noted that today's date is 20/09/2017, therefore it would be surprising if the 
applicants were now in a position to undertake this trip.

The appeal letter addresses the previous deportation from another jurisdiction of 
Jesudara OYEDEJI, however the letter does not address why the applicant 
failed to acknowledge the deportation in his online application form. As a result, 
the visa appeals officer is not satisfied that the applicants have presented an 
accurate assessment of their circumstances, or that their claims for travelling to 
the State are genuine.
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31016202 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application.
The 'Guide to Supporting Documentation' on our website, www.inis.gov.ie, 
provides a list of the information/documents that should be submitted with each 
type of visa application. In the event of a refusal, the reasons therefor should 
also be referred to for guidance. For example, but not limited to in this case, it is 
stated that the accompanying adult, Odubunmi Raji, is the applicant's 
grandmother; however, no evidence to prove this relationship has been 
provided. In addition, the biodata pages of the applicant's parents have not been 
submitted to enable the visa officer to verify their signatures on the letters of 
consent to travel with the aforementioned individual. 
OC:- Condition - the applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa; the visa sought is for a specific purpose 
and duration - the visa officer is not satisfied that such conditions would be 
observed.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds if the applicant 
overstays.
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources if the 
applicant overstays.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.
It is stated on the online application that the reference in Ireland is the 
applicant's aunt; however, no documentary evidence to prove this relationship 
has been submitted. 

The visa appeals officer has reviewed all documentation associated with the 
original visa application, as well as submissions and additional documentation 
submitted in support of the appeal. It is noted that the sponsor has included the 
birth certificate for her purported daughter in Ireland, however the sponsor's 
name is not contained in the birth certificate. The visa appeals officer is therefore 
not satisfied that a clear link between the applicants and reference in Ireland has 
been demonstrated.

The appeal letter also states that the applicants return to school in mid-
September and that this is their obligations to return to Nigeria. However, it is 
noted that today's date is 20/09/2017, therefore it would be surprising if the 
applicants were now in a position to undertake this trip.

The appeal letter addresses the previous deportation from another jurisdiction of 
Jesudara OYEDEJI, however the letter does not address why the applicant 
failed to acknowledge the deportation in his online application form. As a result, 
the visa appeals officer is not satisfied that the applicants have presented an 
accurate assessment of their circumstances, or that their claims for travelling to 
the State are genuine.

The visa appeals officer is not satisfied that the letter of appeal and supporting 
documentation has adequately addressed the original refusal reasons. In light of 
the above, sufficient cause to warrant the reversal of the original decision has 
not been demonstrated.

31029072 Approved Study

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR

Mission: All



31044152 Refused F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete: bank 
statement not submitted (applicant), large unexplained deposit on bank 
statement (host).
ID:- Quality of documents: student letter (applicant).
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- 
undertaking (applicant), undertaking (hosts), evidence of accommodation in 
home country (applicant), evidence of accommodation in the State (host).
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for visit have passed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

31047752 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic 
or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

31074432 Approved Study

31083482 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete - No 
evidence of finances submitted.

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie 
- You have not submitted a letter of undertaking from yourself or from your 
reference in Ireland.

31097532 Approved Visit (Strictly No Extensions)

31127682 Refused See Visa Decision Letter

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR

Mission: All



31133462 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:
3 consecutive payslips from applicant not submitted.
No bank statement from applicant.
No letter of undertaking from sponsor stating conditions of the visa will be 
observed.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

31149252 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31151052 Approved Study

31153892 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31168162 Refused CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not demonstrated or warranted - 
It is not clear as to why you wish to undertake this course in Ireland.

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie 
- You have not set out in detail the reasons as to why you wish to visit Ireland. 

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient - 
You have not provided sufficient documentation to demonstrate that you have 
sufficiently strong obligations (such as educational, economic, family or social 
ties) to return to Egypt after your proposed visit to Ireland.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed - Based on the information & documentation 
provided, you have not demonstrated that you would observe the conditions of 
the visa sought.

PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds.

PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources.

31178562 Approved Volunteer

31206112 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31206212 Approved Join Spouse

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR

Mission: All



31229252 Refused F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - from the applicant and from 
the reference
ID:- Quality of documents - payslips from the applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- No 
evidence of property owned/rented in home country from the applicant. No 
evidence of any family member is home country from the applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

31233132 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- No 
evidence of property owned/rented in home country from the applicant, No 
evidence of children in home country from the applicant, no letter of undertaking 
from the applicant, no utility bill from the reference, no employment letter from 
the reference, no payslips from the reference, no P60 from the reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR

Mission: All



31248472 Refused F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - No evidence of finances 
submitted.

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie 
- You have not set out in detail the reasons as to why you wish to visit Ireland. 
You have not submitted a letter of undertaking from yourself or from your 
reference in Ireland.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient - 
You have not provided sufficient documentation to demonstrate that you have 
sufficiently strong obligations (such as educational, economic, family or social 
ties) to return to Egypt after your proposed visit to Ireland.

OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.

OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed - Based on the information & documentation 
provided, you have not demonstrated that you would observe the conditions of 
the visa sought.

PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds.

PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources.

31256462 Approved Study

31265432 Approved Join Spouse

31267382 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31272212 Approved Study

31294872 Approved Join Spouse

31295112 Approved Join Parent

31296572 Approved Study

31297472 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31298252 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31301852 Approved Join Spouse

31302152 Approved Join Parent

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR

Mission: All



31305412 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete - Source 
of funds in bank account at start of 2017, source of cash lodgements in July 
2017
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

31307272 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31322772 Approved Study

31337062 Approved Visit

31337642 Approved Visit

31344532 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete: - large 
unexplained deposits and withdrawals on bank statement (sponsor).
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- 
undertaking (applicant), evidence fees have been paid to college (applicant), 
evidence accounting for any gaps in your education history (applicant), 
certificate of business registration (sponsor).
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for.

31364302 Refused F:- Finances - evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete.
INCO:- Inconsistencies, e.g. contradictions in the information supplied.
The applicant has submitted his payslips, as required by INIS. However, 
although there appear to be lodgements to his account from his purported 
employer, the visa officer cannot find any that correspond with his payslips.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application.
The 'Guide to Supporting Documentation' on our website, www.inis.gov.ie, 
provides a list of the information/documents that should be submitted with each 
type of visa application. In the event of a refusal, the reasons therefor should 
also be referred to for guidance. 
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - the applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa; the visa sought is for a specific purpose 
and duration - the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such conditions 
would be observed.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds if the applicant 
overstays or does not observe the conditions.
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources if the 
applicant overstays or does not observe the conditions.

31366722 Approved Study

31375802 Approved Join Parent

31382772 Approved Join Spouse

31383522 Approved Join Parent

31383712 Approved Join Parent

31388532 Approved Study

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR

Mission: All



31393232 Approved Study

31395232 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31413592 Refused See Visa Decision Letter.

31418792 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete. 

It is noted that the applicant has provided a company bank statement with his 
application. As this account belongs to a business rather than an individual, the 
visa officer cannot be satisfied that such funds are available for personal use by 
the applicant. 

The applicant has also included his personal bank statement in support of his 
application, however this account contains insufficient funds to meet the costs of 
the trip. The account generally maintains a low balance and has a closing 
balance of N12,098.32 (€28). The visa officer is therefore not satisfied that the 
applicant has sufficient funds to undertake this journey.

ID:- Insufficient Documentation:- The applicant has included insufficient 
documentation in support of his claimed business.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.

OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.

OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit.

R:- No clear link to reference has been shown. The applicant has not 
satisfactorily established the relationship to his sponsor. No evidence has been 
provided which would support the claimed familial relationship.

31422582 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31422802 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31422932 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31424642 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie 
- You have not set out in detail the reasons as to why you wish to visit Ireland. 
You have not submitted a letter of undertaking from yourself or from your 
reference in Ireland.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient - 
You have not provided sufficient documentation to demonstrate that you have 
sufficiently strong obligations (such as educational, economic, family or social 
ties) to return to Egypt after your proposed visit to Ireland.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed - Based on the information & documentation 
provided, you have not demonstrated that you would observe the conditions of 
the visa sought.

R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

31427282 Approved Study

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR

Mission: All



31427292 Approved Study

31434022 Approved Conference / Event

31434042 Approved Conference / Event

31435842 Refused See Visa Decision Letter.

31435892 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31436662 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31437392 Approved Conference / Event

31437762 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31438312 Approved Conference / Event

31438742 Approved Conference / Event

31439032 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31447182 Approved Join Spouse

31447422 Approved Join Parent

31449602 Approved Join Spouse

31457792 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31463662 Approved Conference / Event

31476972 Refused F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - Funds have been deemed 
insufficient for proposed trip to Ireland.

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie 
- You have not set out in detail the reasons as to why you wish to visit Ireland. 

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient - 
You have not provided sufficient documentation to demonstrate that you have 
sufficiently strong obligations (such as educational, economic, family or social 
ties) to return to Egypt after your proposed visit to Ireland.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed - Based on the information & documentation 
provided, you have not demonstrated that you would observe the conditions of 
the visa sought. 

R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

31483182 Approved Study

31484042 Approved Study

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR

Mission: All



31486632 Refused OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient. 
The applicant has not included evidence of employment or studies in her home 
country, therefore the visa officer is not satisfied that adequate reasons to return 
to Nigeria have been demonstrated.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

R:- No clear link to reference has been shown. The applicant has not 
satisfactorily established the relationship to her sponsor. No evidence has been 
provided which would support the claimed familial relationship i.e. an original 
National Population Commission (NPC) birth certificate to show the link between 
the applicant and her claimed mother.

31487592 Approved Study

31493912 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie 
- You have not set out in detail the reasons as to why you wish to visit Ireland. 

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient - 
You have not provided sufficient documentation to demonstrate that you have 
sufficiently strong obligations (such as educational, economic, family or social 
ties) to return to Egypt after your proposed visit to Ireland.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed - Based on the information & documentation 
provided, you have not demonstrated that you would observe the conditions of 
the visa sought.

31494602 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31495982 Approved Study

31496232 Approved Study

31496632 Refused See Visa Decision Letter.

31496782 Approved Study

31497822 Approved Study

31497962 Approved Study

31498632 Approved Study

31502492 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources

31509532 Approved Study

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR

Mission: All



31510252 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources

31512652 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

31512762 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

31513792 Refused See Visa Decision Letter

31515212 Approved Study

31521212 Approved Study

31522022 Refused --See visa decision letter

31522872 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete - You 
have not submitted a copies of your payslip.

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie 
- You have not submitted a letter of invitation from your reference in Ireland.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed - Based on the information & documentation 
provided, you have not demonstrated that you would observe the conditions of 
the visa sought.

31524062 Approved Study

31524132 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31533872 Refused See Visa Decision Letter.

31535032 Approved Study

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR

Mission: All



31541122 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources

31543392 Refused See Visa Decision Letter.

31543652 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete. 

It is noted that the applicant has provided a company bank statement with his 
application. As this account belongs to a business rather than an individual, the 
visa officer cannot be satisfied that such funds are available for personal use by 
the applicant. 

While it is acknowledged that the applicant's friend has agreed to meet the costs 
of the trip, financial evidence is also required on behalf of the individual 
applicant.
All applicants are required to submit their personal, up-to-date bank statement, 
covering a transaction period of six months, whether or not they intend to cover 
the costs of the trip themselves.

ID:- Insufficient Documentation:- The applicant has included an employment 
letter from his friend and co-traveller, which is insufficient for the purposes of this 
application.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.

OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.

OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit.

R:- No clear link to reference has been shown. The applicant has not 
satisfactorily established the relationship to his sponsor.

31551752 Refused --See visa decision letter

31554702 Approved Join/acc.EU Cit (Spouse)

31559892 Approved Study

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR

Mission: All



31563672 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete. 

It is noted that the applicant has provided a company bank statement with his 
application. As this account belongs to a business rather than an individual, the 
visa officer cannot be satisfied that such funds are available for personal use by 
the applicant. Furthermore, no supporting documents showing that the business 
belongs to the applicant has been submitted.

Financial evidence is required on behalf of each individual applicant.
All applicants are required to submit their personal, up-to-date bank statement, 
covering a transaction period of six months, whether or not they intend to cover 
the costs of the trip themselves.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.

OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.

OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit.

R:- No clear link to reference has been shown. The applicant has not 
satisfactorily established the relationship to his sponsor. No evidence has been 
provided which would support the claimed relationship.

VR:- Visa Refusal:- The applicant indicates in her online application that she was 
refused a visa to the United Kingdom in 2007 and 2010 respectively. In that 
regard, the applicant has failed to include a copy of each refusal letter with her 
application.

31564492 Approved Join Spouse

31564882 Approved Join Parent

31565032 Approved Join Parent

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR

Mission: All



31565212 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete. 

It is noted that the applicant has provided a company bank statement with his 
application. As this account belongs to a business rather than an individual, the 
visa officer cannot be satisfied that such funds are available for personal use by 
the applicant. Furthermore, no supporting documents showing that the business 
belongs to the applicant has been submitted.

Financial evidence is required on behalf of each individual applicant.
All applicants are required to submit their personal, up-to-date bank statement, 
covering a transaction period of six months, whether or not they intend to cover 
the costs of the trip themselves.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.

OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.

OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit.

R:- No clear link to reference has been shown. The applicant has not 
satisfactorily established the relationship to his sponsor. No evidence has been 
provided which would support the claimed relationship.

31569622 Approved Study

31570642 Approved Study

31572102 Approved Study

31572622 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31573052 Refused See Visa Decision Letter

31573452 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31573812 Refused See Visa Decision Letter.

31576852 Approved Study

31579622 Approved Study

31579892 Approved Study

31588882 Approved Study

31590842 Approved Study

31592432 Approved Study

31592972 Approved Study

31593382 Approved Study

31597912 Approved Study

31600082 Refused See Visa Decision Letter.

31600212 Approved Study

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR

Mission: All



31601042 Approved Study

31601722 Approved Study

31602362 Approved Study

31605582 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31608652 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31608852 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31624062 Refused INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied. The 
applicant claims to be studying in Ogbomoso,Oyo State, however he has 
provided his current residential address as Idimu, Lagos. Given the distance 
between these two locations, the visa officer has concerns regarding the 
genuineness of the applicant's study claims.

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete. 

It is noted that the applicant has provided a company bank statement with his 
application. As this account belongs to a business rather than an individual, the 
visa officer cannot be satisfied that such funds are available for personal use by 
the applicant. Furthermore, no supporting documents showing that the business 
belongs to the applicant has been submitted.

Financial evidence is required on behalf of each individual applicant.
All applicants are required to submit their personal, up-to-date bank statement, 
covering a transaction period of six months, whether or not they intend to cover 
the costs of the trip themselves.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.

OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.

OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit.

R:- No clear link to reference has been shown. The applicant has not 
satisfactorily established the relationship to his sponsor. No evidence has been 
provided which would support the claimed relationship.

31624072 Approved Visit (Tourist)

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR

Mission: All



31625882 Refused OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient - 
You have not provided sufficient documentation to demonstrate that you have 
sufficiently strong obligations (such as educational, economic, family or social 
ties) to return to Egypt after your proposed visit to Ireland.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed - Based on the information & documentation 
provided, you have not demonstrated that you would observe the conditions of 
the visa sought.

PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds.

PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources.

31633332 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31633452 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31633542 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31634232 Refused INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied

31635622 Approved Study

31636272 Refused See Visa Decision Letter

31639542 Approved Business 

31639992 Approved Study

31641412 Approved Study

31643332 Approved Family Reunification

31643912 Approved Family Reunification

31644122 Approved Family Reunification

31644502 Approved Family Reunification

31644792 Approved Family Reunification

31645032 Approved Family Reunification

31645252 Approved Family Reunification

31645392 Approved Family Reunification

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR

Mission: All



31647602 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie 
- You have not set out in detail the reasons as to why you wish to visit Ireland. 
You have not submitted a letter of undertaking from yourself or from your 
reference in Ireland.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient - 
You have not provided sufficient documentation to demonstrate that you have 
sufficiently strong obligations (such as educational, economic, family or social 
ties) to return to Sudan after your proposed visit to Ireland.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed - Based on the information & documentation 
provided, you have not demonstrated that you would observe the conditions of 
the visa sought.

31649252 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31652622 Approved Study

31654032 Approved Study

31654062 Approved Study

31654142 Approved Study

31656762 Approved Study

31657662 Approved Study

31661332 Refused F:- Finances - evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete.
The applicant has provided no evidence for the source of her income.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application.
The 'Guide to Supporting Documentation' on our website, www.inis.gov.ie, 
provides a list of the information/documents that should be submitted with each 
type of visa application. In the event of a refusal, the reasons therefor should 
also be referred to for guidance. 
INCO:- Inconsistencies, e.g. contradictions in the information supplied.
In answer to the question on her online application "Are you currently employed 
in your country of residence?", the applicant replied "No"; however, the visa 
office notes that there are monthly salary lodgements to her bank account. No 
explanation for this discrepancy has been provided.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - the applicant may branch into the Common Travel Area 
between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Condition - the applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa; the visa sought is for a specific purpose 
and duration - the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such conditions 
would be observed.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds if the applicant 
overstays or does not observe the conditions.
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources if the 
applicant overstays or does not observe the conditions.

31670092 Approved Study

31670292 Approved Study

31671722 Approved Study

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR

Mission: All



31673192 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie

INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied. The 
introduction and appointment letters included from the applicant's claimed 
employer appear to have been written at the same time, are of very basic 
quality, and raise strong concerns regarding the applicant's employment in 
Nigeria. As a result, the visa officer is not satisfied that the applicant's 
employment is as stated.

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete. It is noted 
that the applicant's account statement contains irregular withdrawals and lump 
sum lodgements, the source of which have not been explained or evidenced.

It is further noted that the applicant’s claimed salary income is not reflected in 
the submitted bank statement.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.

OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.

OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit.

R:- No clear link to reference has been shown. The applicant has not 
satisfactorily established reasons for attending the conference in Ireland.

31673292 Refused OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

31674502 Approved Study

31674622 Refused See Visa Decision Letter.

31676022 Approved Study

31676482 Approved Study

31682022 Approved Study

31685242 Approved Employment

31687482 Approved Study

31687812 Approved Study

31690882 Refused --See visa decision letter

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR

Mission: All



31690942 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete - the bank 
statements that you submitted contain several extremely large lump sum 
deposits. This requires clarification.

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie 
- You have not set out in detail the reasons as to why you wish to visit Ireland. 
You have not submitted a letter of undertaking from yourself or from your 
reference in Ireland.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed - Based on the information & documentation 
provided, you have not demonstrated that you would observe the conditions of 
the visa sought.

31691572 Approved Study

31692042 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie 
- You have not set out in detail the reasons as to why you wish to visit Ireland. 

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed - Based on the information & documentation 
provided, you have not demonstrated that you would observe the conditions of 
the visa sought.

31692072 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31692272 Approved Business 

31695222 Approved Study

31696872 Approved Study

31699642 Refused ID:- Course not on ILEP for further information see our website www.inis.gov.ie

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR

Mission: All



31700562 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete. It is noted 
that the applicant's purported step-mother's account statement contains irregular 
withdrawals and lump sum lodgements, the source of which have not been 
explained or evidenced.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.

OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit. The visa 
officer also has concerns that the applicant may breach the common travel area 
between Ireland and Britain.

OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit.

R:- No reference in Ireland.
In the absence of a reference in Ireland, the applicant has not submitted a 
planned itinerary or reasons for holidaying in the State.

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:

- The applicant has not included an original National Population Commission 
(NPC) birth certificate, therefore the identity of the applicant's parents is 
unknown. 

- The applicant has not included a letter of consent from his biological mother, 
along with a photographic ID and signature specimen.

VR:- Previous visa refusal(s). The applicant indicates in his online application 
form that he has been refused a visa to another country. In that regard, the 
applicant has failed to include a copy of the visa refusal notice.

31704402 Approved Study

31704812 Approved Study

31706002 Approved Conference / Event

31712732 Refused --See visa decision letter

31714372 Refused See Visa Decision Letter.

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR

Mission: All



31714382 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- The 
applicant has provided insufficient evidence of her link to the company of which 
she is purportedly the Managing Director, e.g. full CAC documents, company 
bank statement, tax clearance certificate, end of year audited accounts, trading 
documents, etc.

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete. It is noted 
that the applicant's account statement contains irregular withdrawals and lump 
sum lodgements, the source of which have not been explained or evidenced.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.

OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.

OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit.

R:- No reference in Ireland.
In the absence of a reference in Ireland, the applicant has not demonstrated 
satisfactory reasons for holidaying in the State.

VR:- Previous visa refusal(s). The applicant has been refused a visa to the 
United Kingdom on four previous occasions, and has also been refused a visa to 
France. The applicant claims to have misplaced all but one of her refusal letters, 
which is not considered plausible by the visa officer.

Furthermore, the applicant has been previously banned by this office for 
providing misleading information, and by the British High Commission for 
providing false documents. As a result, the visa officer is disinclined to place 
weight on the statements and documents provided in the current application.

31716672 Refused --See visa decision letter

31717142 Refused OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

31719772 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31721842 Approved Study

31723482 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31725902 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31726642 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31726952 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31727152 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31727272 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR

Mission: All



31730552 Refused F:- Finances - evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete.
- While the applicant's bank statement shows a balance of over N840,000, it is 
noted that there was a lodgement of N771,120 on the last day of the statement 
for which no explanation and supporting evidence has been provided. The visa 
officer is therefore concerned that this account has been artificially inflated prior 
to the making of this application.
- The applicant has provided no payslips for his stated employment and the visa 
officer can find no salary lodgements on his bank statement.
- The applicant's sponsor has not submitted his bank statement - a retirement 
fund is for the purpose of sustaining an individual when they have finished paid 
employment; it is not, therefore, sufficient evidence of available finances for the 
intended purpose.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application - please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website, www.inis.gov.ie.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - the applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - the potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of the applicant's intentions to leave the 
State following his visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa; the visa sought is for a specific purpose 
and duration - the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such conditions 
would be observed.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds if the applicant 
overstays.
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources if the 
applicant overstays.
The onus is on applicants to provide evidence of having strong family, social and 
economic ties to their country of residence to assist the visa officer in 
determining whether or not they have sufficient obligations to return to Nigeria. In 
this regard, the applicant has not submitted ample evidence of his obligations.
R:- No clear link to sponsor has been shown.
It is stated that the applicant's sponsor is his father; however, no documentary 
evidence to prove this relationship has been submitted, e.g. applicant's birth 
certificate.
RH:- Relationship History.
The applicant has not shown evidence of a relationship being in existence prior 
to his marriage. Note: For immigration purposes it is not sufficient for a 
relationship to have developed over the internet or by telephone/sms. A 
relationship must include a number of face to face meetings (excluding webcam) 
between the parties. You must satisfy the visa officer that the relationship is 
bona-fide. The applicant has provided a photograph of he and his wife together, 
purportedly taken in 2013, and two flight e-tickets in his wife's name for 2013 
and 2016 - none of these are sufficient evidence of a pre-existing relationship.

31735952 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31738022 Approved Family Reunification

31738322 Approved Tournament B/O

31738432 Approved Family Reunification

31738492 Approved Tournament B/O

31738802 Approved Tournament B/O

31738852 Approved Family Reunification

31739032 Approved Family Reunification

31739112 Approved Tournament B/O

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR

Mission: All



31739212 Approved Family Reunification

31739322 Approved Family Reunification

31739442 Approved Family Reunification

31739642 Approved Family Reunification

31739842 Approved Tournament B/O

31739992 Approved Tournament B/O

31741132 Approved Tournament B/O

31741322 Refused F:- Finances - evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete.
While the applicant's sponsor has a balance of GHS10,387 in his bank account, 
the visa officer notes that there was a large lodgement of GHS10,000 on 
24/07/2017 for which no explanation and supporting evidence has been 
provided.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application.
The 'Guide to Supporting Documentation' on our website, www.inis.gov.ie, 
provides a list of the information/documents that should be submitted with each 
type of visa application. In the event of a refusal, the reasons therefor should 
also be referred to for guidance.
INCO:- Inconsistencies, e.g. contradictions in the information supplied.
It is stated that the applicant's son is sponsoring her trip and he has submitted 
his bank statement in support of this; however, the visa officer notes that there 
was a transfer of GHS10,000 from the reference in Ireland to the sponsor's 
Ghanaian account on 24/07/2017. No explanation for this has been provided.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa; the visa sought is for a specific purpose 
and duration - the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such conditions 
would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.
It is stated that the applicant and the reference are sisters; however, no 
documentary evidence to prove this has been submitted, particularly as the 
applicant's maiden name on her sponsor's birth certificate is Dankyi and the 
reference states her maiden name is Nimako.

31741362 Approved Tournament B/O

31746032 Approved Study

31759882 Refused --See visa decision letter

31763302 Approved Study

31768682 Approved Tournament B/O

31770052 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31770852 Approved Business 

31771402 Approved Tournament B/O

31775302 Approved Business 

31777112 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31779012 Approved Join Spouse

31781802 Approved Employment

31783032 Approved Business 

31785352 Approved Visit (Education)

31790662 Approved Join Parent

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR

Mission: All



31793112 Approved Tournament B/O

31793212 Approved Tournament B/O

31793352 Approved Tournament B/O

31793402 Approved Tournament B/O

31793482 Approved Tournament B/O

31793562 Approved Tournament B/O

31793672 Approved Tournament B/O

31794102 Refused IH:- Immigration history of applicant, or lack thereof
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources

31795702 Approved Tournament B/O

31799742 Approved Exam

31803482 Approved Tournament B/O

31804632 Approved Join Spouse

31805502 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31806882 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete. It is noted 
that the applicant's account statement contains irregular withdrawals and lump 
sum lodgements, the source of which have not been explained or evidenced.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.

OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.

OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit.

R:- No clear link to reference in Ireland.
The visa officer is not satisfied that the applicant has demonstrated satisfactory 
or plausible reasons for attending Jobs Expo Galway 2017.

31807602 Approved Business 

31809722 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31809832 Approved Visit (Education)

31812112 Approved Training

31812652 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR

Mission: All



31815922 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- The 
applicant has not included a letter of introduction outlining his reasons for 
travelling to Ireland. He has included a "Conferring and Other Ceremony Dates" 
itinerary but no explanation of what this is. He has also failed to include a letter 
of invitation relating to this itinerary.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic 
or professional ties in home country shown. The applicant has not included 
evidence of employment or business activities in Nigeria, therefore he has not 
demonstrated reasons which would encourage him to return to Nigeria.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

R:- No reference in Ireland.
In the absence of a reference in Ireland, the applicant has not submitted a 
planned itinerary or reasons for holidaying in the State.

31816302 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31817002 Refused CP:- Need to attend the Conference in this State not demonstrated or warranted.
F:- Finances - evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete.
There are large lodgements to both the applicant's and his sponsor's bank 
accounts for which no explanation and supporting evidence has been provided.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application.
The 'Guide to Supporting Documentation' on our website, www.inis.gov.ie, 
provides a list of the information/documents that should be submitted with each 
type of visa application. In the event of a refusal, the reasons therefor should 
also be referred to for guidance. 
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - the applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa; the visa sought is for a specific purpose 
and duration - the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such conditions 
would be observed.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds if the applicant 
does not observe the conditions or overstays.
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources if the 
applicant does not observe the conditions or overstays.
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for Conference have passed.
It is clearly stated on our website that it can take up to 8 weeks to process visa 
applications. The applicant only submitted his application less than 4 weeks 
before his intended date of travel.

31817572 Approved Visit (Tourist)

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR

Mission: All



31817592 Refused CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not demonstrated or warranted.
It is stated that the applicant is applying to be an auditor for NSF Food Safety 
Certification LLC and he is required to attend a training course in Dublin; 
however, no confirmation of this from the aforementioned organisation has been 
submitted.
F:- Finances - evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete.
- It is stated that the costs of the applicant's travel and stay in Dublin will be 
covered by the aforementioned organisation; however, no evidence to prove this 
has been submitted, including the company's bank statement to show that 
sufficient funds are available.
- The applicant has submitted 3 payslips; however, the visa officer can find no 
corresponding lodgements to his bank account. 
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application.
The 'Guide to Supporting Documentation' on our website, www.inis.gov.ie, 
provides a list of the information/documents that should be submitted with each 
type of visa application. In the event of a refusal, the reasons therefor should 
also be referred to for guidance.
INCO:- Inconsistencies, e.g. contradictions in the information supplied.
The applicant's employment letter of 02/06/2017 states that his basic salary 
would be GHS1,000; however, the payslips submitted by the applicant show his 
basic salary as GHN1,250.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - the applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa; the visa sought is for a specific purpose 
and duration - the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such conditions 
would be observed.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds if the applicant 
overstays or does not observe the conditions.
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources if the 
applicant overstays or does not observe the conditions.

31817932 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31818162 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31819012 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31819122 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31820742 Approved Business 

31820932 Approved Business 

31821982 Refused See Visa Decision Letter

31822222 Approved Training

31822832 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31824372 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie 
- You have not set out in detail the reasons as to why you wish to visit Ireland. 

IH:- Immigration history of applicant.

INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

31825632 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR

Mission: All



31826232 Approved Business 

31826652 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31827122 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31827352 Approved Business 

31828162 Approved Business 

31828452 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31828482 Approved Business 

31828682 Approved Tournament B/O

31829302 Approved Tournament B/O

31829852 Approved EUTR APPLICANT

31830242 Approved Business 

31831222 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31832602 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31832822 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31832992 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31833452 Approved Conference / Event

31834922 Approved Study

31835752 Approved Business 

31835892 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31837722 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31838082 Approved Business 

31838232 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31840822 Approved Business 

31842302 Refused IH:- Immigration history of applicant. You have been refused entry into Ireland by 
customs officials. No further visa can issue until all customs related issues have 
been cleared. 
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.

31842792 Refused IH:- Immigration history of applicant. You have been refused entry into Ireland by 
customs officials. No further visa can issue until all customs related issues have 
been cleared. 
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.

31844102 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:
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31844642 Approved Join Spouse

31845042 Refused CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not demonstrated or warranted
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

31845072 Approved Conference / Event

31845142 Refused CP:- Need to attend the meeting in this State not demonstrated or warranted.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - the applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa; the visa sought is for a specific purpose 
and duration - the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such conditions 
would be observed.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds if the applicant 
does not observe the conditions or if he overstays.
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources if the 
applicant does not observe the conditions or if he overstays.

31845352 Approved Atypical worker

31846762 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31847632 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31850732 Approved Business 

31852122 Approved Business 

31852662 Approved Join Spouse

31854262 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31854602 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31856102 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31857482 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31857692 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31857772 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31857862 Approved Training

31859952 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31860252 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31860302 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31860552 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31861232 Approved Conference / Event

31861322 Approved Conference / Event

31861372 Approved Business 

31861852 Approved Conference / Event

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR
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31864092 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
The source of your income is not clear from the bank statements submitted.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
Insufficient evidence of your employment/self-employment submitted.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
The visa officer is not satisfied that your intended travel to Ireland is for the sole 
purpose of genuine tourism.

31865722 Approved Tournament B/O

31867382 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31867562 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31869272 Approved Conference / Event

31869722 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31869972 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

31871342 Approved Business 

31871522 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31873682 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31873892 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31875682 Refused OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common Travel Area 
between Ireland and the UK. You have been refused a UK Visa.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

31876752 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017
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31876932 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie 
- You have not set out in detail the reasons as to why you wish to visit Ireland. 
You have not submitted a letter of undertaking from yourself or from your 
reference in Ireland.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient - 
You have not provided sufficient documentation to demonstrate that you have 
sufficiently strong obligations (such as educational, economic, family or social 
ties) to return to the UAE after your proposed visit to Ireland.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed - : Based on the information & documentation 
provided, you have not demonstrated that you would observe the conditions of 
the visa sought. 

31877122 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie 
- You have not set out in detail the reasons as to why you wish to visit Ireland. 
You have not submitted a letter of undertaking from yourself or from your 
reference in Ireland.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient - 
You have not provided sufficient documentation to demonstrate that you have 
sufficiently strong obligations (such as educational, economic, family or social 
ties) to return to the UAE after your proposed visit to Ireland.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed - Based on the information & documentation 
provided, you have not demonstrated that you would observe the conditions of 
the visa sought. 

31877202 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie 
- You have not set out in detail the reasons as to why you wish to visit Ireland. 
You have not submitted a letter of undertaking from yourself or from your 
reference in Ireland.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient - 
You have not provided sufficient documentation to demonstrate that you have 
sufficiently strong obligations (such as educational, economic, family or social 
ties) to return to the UAE after your proposed visit to Ireland.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed - Based on the information & documentation 
provided, you have not demonstrated that you would observe the conditions of 
the visa sought. 

31877522 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR

Mission: All



31879702 Refused F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient.

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie 
- You have not set out in detail the reasons as to why you wish to visit Ireland. 
You have not submitted a letter of undertaking from yourself or from your 
reference in Ireland.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient - 
You have not provided sufficient documentation to demonstrate that you have 
sufficiently strong obligations (such as educational, economic, family or social 
ties) to return to Egypt after your proposed visit to Ireland.

OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed - Based on the information & documentation 
provided, you have not demonstrated that you would observe the conditions of 
the visa sought.

PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds.

PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources.

31879952 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31880572 Approved Exam

31881472 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31881732 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31884182 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31884382 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31884692 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31884882 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31887492 Approved Business 

31887562 Approved Tournament B/O

31888082 Approved Business 

31888372 Approved Tournament B/O

31888482 Approved Tournament B/O

31888502 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

31890562 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31893352 Approved Business 

31894262 Approved Visit (Tourist)

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR

Mission: All



31894852 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31895002 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31895282 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31896942 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31897232 Approved Business 

31898502 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31899562 Approved Visit (Education)

31899582 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31899652 Approved Exam

31899702 Approved Conference / Event

31900032 Approved Visit (Education)

31900842 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31901012 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31901172 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31901302 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31901422 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31903702 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

31905392 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete - it is 
noted that there have been recent lump sum lodgements made to applicant's 
bank account. No evidence of source of these funds provided. Please note that a 
six month bank statement must be provided and source of all lump sum 
lodgements explained.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied. Following 
checks conducted by this office the visa officer is not satisfied that the 
employment details provided by the applicant are bona fide.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay.  Hotel booking 
cancelled.

31905792 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31906672 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31906842 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31907032 Approved Study

31907692 Approved Employment

31907722 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR

Mission: All



31907982 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31908352 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31909542 Approved Employment

31911102 Approved Conference / Event

31911612 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31911642 Approved Conference / Event

31911852 Approved Conference / Event

31912142 Approved Visit

31912572 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31912842 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31913412 Approved Conference / Event

31914792 Approved Conference / Event

31914932 Approved Employment

31916562 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31918522 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie. 
Insufficient evidence has been submitted to demonstrate the applicant’s 
relationship to the reference. 
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

31919072 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31919132 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31919202 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31919252 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31919682 Approved Tournament B/O

31919782 Approved Business 

31919792 Approved Business 

31919932 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31920262 Approved Visit

31920322 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31920392 Approved Business 

31920482 Approved Tournament B/O

31920802 Approved Tournament B/O

31921002 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31921112 Approved Business 

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR

Mission: All



31921472 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie 
- You have not set out in detail the reasons as to why you wish to visit Ireland. 
You have not submitted a letter of undertaking from yourself or from your 
reference in Ireland.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient - 
You have not provided sufficient documentation to demonstrate that you have 
sufficiently strong obligations (such as educational, economic, family or social 
ties) to return Lebanon after your proposed visit to Ireland.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed - Based on the information & documentation 
provided, you have not demonstrated that you would observe the conditions of 
the visa sought.

31923452 Approved Business 

31924592 Approved Family Reunification

31924972 Approved Conference / Event

31927602 Approved Conference / Event

31927932 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31928022 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31930442 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31931582 Approved Conference / Event

31932232 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete - it is 
noted that there have been recent lump sum lodgements made to applicant's 
bank account. No evidence of source of these funds provided. Please note that a 
six month bank statement must be provided and source of all lump sum 
lodgements explained.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied. Following 
checks conducted by this office the visa officer is not satisfied that the 
employment details provided by the applicant are bona fide.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay. Hotel booking 
cancelled.

31933302 Approved Business 

31933762 Approved Business 

31934232 Approved Conference / Event

31934552 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31935922 Approved Business 

31936562 Approved Training

31936862 Approved Business 

31936942 Approved Visit

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR

Mission: All



31937722 Approved Business 

31938002 Approved Business 

31941502 Approved Business 

31942562 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31942632 Approved Visit

31943622 Approved Conference / Event

31945422 Approved Business 

31946292 Approved Business 

31946672 Refused IH:- Immigration history of applicant
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied. You have 
failed declare a UK visa refusal despite undertaking to declare all relevant 
information in relation to your application. 
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common Travel Area 
between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.

31946842 Approved Business 

31947442 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31947772 Approved Business 

31951042 Approved Business 

31953292 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31953322 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31953972 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31954182 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31954902 Approved Conference / Event

31956012 Approved Study

31956922 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR

Mission: All



31957472 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie 
- You have not set out in detail the reasons as to why you wish to visit Ireland. 
You have not submitted a letter of undertaking from yourself or from your 
reference in Ireland.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient - 
You have not provided sufficient documentation to demonstrate that you have 
sufficiently strong obligations (such as educational, economic, family or social 
ties) to return to Sudan after your proposed visit to Ireland.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed - Based on the information & documentation 
provided, you have not demonstrated that you would observe the conditions of 
the visa sought.

PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds.

PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources.

31957582 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources

31957712 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources

31957932 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31959272 Approved Business 

31959662 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31959682 Approved Employment

31959832 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31959992 Approved Conference / Event

31961902 Approved Exam

31963252 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31965652 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31965862 Approved Visit (Tourist)

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR

Mission: All



31966002 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31966972 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31966982 Approved Training

31967182 Approved Business 

31967822 Approved Business 

31969312 Approved Diplomat

31969582 Approved Conference / Event

31970192 Approved Business 

31970752 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31970772 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31971172 Refused INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

31972802 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31973082 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie 
- You have not set out in detail the reasons as to why you wish to visit Ireland. 
You have not submitted a letter of undertaking from yourself or from your 
reference in Ireland.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient - 
You have not provided sufficient documentation to demonstrate that you have 
sufficiently strong obligations (such as educational, economic, family or social 
ties) to return to Sudan after your proposed visit to Ireland.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed - Based on the information & documentation 
provided, you have not demonstrated that you would observe the conditions of 
the visa sought.

PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds.

PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources.

31973592 Approved Business 

31973632 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31974822 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31974922 Approved Employment

31975322 Approved Business 

31975932 Approved Business 

31976452 Approved Visit

31976902 Approved Exam

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:
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Mission: All



31977092 Approved Business 

31978452 Approved Employment

31978782 Approved Business 

31978882 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31979472 Approved Business 

31979992 Approved Atypical worker

31980812 Approved Business 

31981252 Approved Conference / Event

31981862 Approved Study

31982392 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie 
- You have not set out in detail the reasons as to why you wish to visit Ireland.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient - 
You have not provided sufficient documentation to demonstrate that you have 
sufficiently strong obligations (such as educational, economic, family or social 
ties) to return to Sudan after your proposed visit to Ireland.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed - Based on the information & documentation 
provided, you have not demonstrated that you would observe the conditions of 
the visa sought.

31984652 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31984792 Approved Business 

31985582 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31985702 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31985952 Approved Business 

31987132 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31987522 Approved Business 

31987702 Approved Conference / Event

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR
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31991312 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie 
- You have not set out in detail the reasons as to why you wish to visit Ireland. 
You have not submitted a letter of undertaking from yourself or from your 
reference in Ireland.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient - 
You have not provided sufficient documentation to demonstrate that you have 
sufficiently strong obligations (such as educational, economic, family or social 
ties) to return to Sudan after your proposed visit to Ireland.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed - Based on the information & documentation 
provided, you have not demonstrated that you would observe the conditions of 
the visa sought.

PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds.

PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources.

31991332 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

31991482 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie 
- You have not set out in detail the reasons as to why you wish to visit Ireland. 
You have not submitted a letter of undertaking from yourself or from your 
reference in Ireland.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient - 
You have not provided sufficient documentation to demonstrate that you have 
sufficiently strong obligations (such as educational, economic, family or social 
ties) to return to Sudan after your proposed visit to Ireland.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed - Based on the information & documentation 
provided, you have not demonstrated that you would observe the conditions of 
the visa sought.

PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds.

PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources.

31993262 Approved Visit

31993932 Approved Business 

31994512 Approved Business 

31994802 Approved Study

31995032 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31996112 Approved Business 

31996522 Approved Employment

31997422 Approved Visit (Tourist)

31998422 Approved Business 
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Mission: All



31998732 Approved Religious

31999022 Approved Join Spouse

31999662 Approved Business 

31999832 Approved Performance

31999942 Approved Business 

32001522 Approved Business 

32001872 Approved Visit

32003592 Refused CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not demonstrated or warranted
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

32004012 Approved Conference / Event

32004402 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32004782 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32004832 Approved Join Spouse

32004932 Approved Visit

32005172 Approved Join Parent

32005242 Approved Join Parent

32005322 Approved Join Parent

32006482 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32008542 Approved Business 

32008952 Approved Business 

32009312 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

32009522 Approved Business 

32009862 Approved Conference / Event

32010782 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

32011182 Approved Business 

32011222 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

32011552 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32012162 Approved Conference / Event

32012432 Approved Conference / Event

32013082 Approved Atypical worker

32013302 Approved Business 

32013452 Approved Interview

32013562 Approved Conference / Event

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017
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32013752 Approved Business 

32013902 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32014772 Approved Tournament B/O

32015692 Approved Business 

32015752 Refused OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
The visa officer is not satisfied that you intend to travel to Ireland for the sole 
purpose of genuine tourism.

32016942 Approved Business 

32016962 Approved Join Spouse

32017072 Approved Visit (Education)

32017312 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

32019292 Approved Exam

32020192 Approved Business 

32021292 Approved Conference / Event

32021762 Approved Conference / Event

32022312 Approved Conference / Event

32022402 Approved Business 

32022422 Approved Business 

32022692 Approved Business 

32023032 Approved Business 

32023432 Approved Business 

32023612 Approved Business 

32024272 Approved Business 

32024592 Approved Conference / Event

32024972 Refused CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not demonstrated or warranted
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic 
or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

32025072 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32026332 Approved Conference / Event

32029122 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

32029332 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

32031622 Approved Conference / Event

32032722 Approved Visit (Tourist)
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32032852 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32033742 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie 
- You have not set out in detail the reasons as to why you wish to visit Ireland. 
You have not submitted a letter of undertaking from yourself or from your 
reference in Ireland.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient - 
You have not provided sufficient documentation to demonstrate that you have 
sufficiently strong obligations (such as educational, economic, family or social 
ties) to return to Algeria after your proposed visit to Ireland.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed - Based on the information & documentation 
provided, you have not demonstrated that you would observe the conditions of 
the visa sought.

PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds.

PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources.

32033752 Approved Study

32034032 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie 
- You have not set out in detail the reasons as to why you wish to visit Ireland. 

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient - 
You have not provided sufficient documentation to demonstrate that you have 
sufficiently strong obligations (such as educational, economic, family or social 
ties) to return to Algeria after your proposed visit to Ireland.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed - Based on the information & documentation 
provided, you have not demonstrated that you would observe the conditions of 
the visa sought.

PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds.

PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources.
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32034172 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie 
- You have not set out in detail the reasons as to why you wish to visit Ireland. 

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient - 
You have not provided sufficient documentation to demonstrate that you have 
sufficiently strong obligations (such as educational, economic, family or social 
ties) to return to Algeria after your proposed visit to Ireland.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed - Based on the information & documentation 
provided, you have not demonstrated that you would observe the conditions of 
the visa sought.

PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds.

PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources.

32035322 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

32036162 Approved Conference / Event

32036752 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32036872 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32040092 Approved Conference / Event

32040122 Approved Conference / Event

32040892 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

32041612 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32041982 Approved Visit

32042572 Approved Visit

32042792 Approved Study

32043922 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

32044582 Approved Conference / Event

32045772 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32046212 Approved Study (Phd)

32046812 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32047042 Approved Business 

32047062 Approved Business 

32047132 Approved Study

32047252 Approved Study
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32047382 Approved Reside

32047432 Approved Business 

32047772 Approved Business 

32047902 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32047952 Approved Study

32048072 Approved Employment

32048282 Approved Conference / Event

32048472 Approved Employment

32048542 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32048612 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32048732 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32049052 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32049222 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

32049232 Approved Conference / Event

32049332 Approved Business 

32049412 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32049862 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

32050062 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32050262 Approved Business 

32051342 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32051842 Approved Business 

32051932 Approved Employment

32052342 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32052632 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32052712 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32053022 Approved Tournament B/O

32053402 Approved Conference / Event

32053422 Approved Business 

32053452 Approved Visiting Researcher

32054032 Approved Business 

32054082 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32054922 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32054972 Approved Business 

32055092 Approved Business 

32055382 Approved Business 

32055402 Approved Conference / Event

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR

Mission: All



32055572 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

32055672 Approved Conference / Event

32055912 Approved Conference / Event

32056012 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32056122 Approved Business 

32056152 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32056282 Approved Business 

32056442 Approved Interview

32056792 Approved Conference / Event

32056852 Approved Business 

32056872 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32056972 Approved Business 

32057042 Approved Business 

32057282 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

32057302 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32057442 Approved Performance

32057642 Approved Performance

32057772 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32057862 Approved Business 

32058052 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete - the bank 
statements that you submitted contain a large lump sum deposit that does not 
match your alleged salary.

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie 
- You have not set out in detail the reasons as to why you wish to visit Ireland.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient - 
You have not provided sufficient documentation to demonstrate that you have 
sufficiently strong obligations (such as educational, economic, family or social 
ties) to return to the UAE after your proposed visit to Ireland.

OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit.

PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds

PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources

32058462 Approved Study

32058522 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32058902 Approved Conference / Event

32059102 Approved Visit

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR

Mission: All



32059242 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32059382 Approved Visit (Education)

32061052 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32061102 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32062492 Approved Study

32062942 Approved Conference / Event

32063532 Approved Conference / Event

32063642 Approved Business 

32063822 Approved Visit

32063962 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources

32064282 Approved Business 

32064452 Approved Business 

32064732 Approved Business 

32064962 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32065472 Approved Conference / Event

32066802 Approved Atypical worker

32069372 Approved Study

32069532 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32070282 Approved Conference / Event

32070762 Approved Conference / Event

32071052 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32071252 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32071292 Approved Business 

32071382 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32071652 Approved Conference / Event

32073292 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

32073732 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32074422 Approved Study

32074832 Approved Business 

32075502 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32075792 Approved Business 

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR

Mission: All



32075802 Approved Business 

32075812 Approved Business 

32075822 Approved Business 

32076502 Approved Visiting Researcher

32077302 Approved Visiting Researcher

32077432 Approved Visiting Researcher

32077542 Approved Visiting Researcher

32077652 Approved Visiting Researcher

32077752 Approved Visiting Researcher

32077842 Approved Visiting Researcher

32078092 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32078172 Approved Conference / Event

32079452 Approved Business 

32080492 Approved Study

32081122 Approved Conference / Event

32081222 Approved Business 

32081352 Approved Business 

32081872 Approved Conference / Event

32082502 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32082952 Approved Employment

32083342 Approved Conference / Event

32084142 Approved Business 

32086622 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
ID:- Documents provided not translated
IH:- Immigration history of applicant or lack thereof 
OB:- Obligations to return to home country or country of residence have not 
been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

32087712 Approved Business 

32088042 Approved Business 

32089302 Approved Business 

32089942 Approved Visit (Tourist)

32090422 Approved Business 

32091232 Approved Business 

32092352 Approved Business 

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR

Mission: All



32092562 Approved Business 

32092582 Approved Business 

32097282 Approved Business 

32097352 Approved Conference / Event

32097372 Approved Conference / Event

32097652 Approved Business 

32097752 Approved Conference / Event

32097952 Approved Business 

32098192 Approved Conference / Event

32098212 Approved Business 

32099342 Approved Conference / Event

32102962 Approved Conference / Event

32103322 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

32105062 Approved Study (Phd)

32105362 Approved Business 

32133182 Approved Visit (Tourist)

65600053 Approved Reside

Decisions for period from 19/09/2017 to 20/09/2017

Application Decisions:

Classification: DJELR

Mission: All


